How to book
Award and Technical Award Examinations
The crucial starting point is to make sure you have your candidate (username) number
beginning with a ‘Q’ and that the NFoPP Awarding Body has approved your registration
(second automated email received with the subject line of Registration for Technical
Award in qualification title)
The examinations cost £50 each if taken individually and you can either call Pearson Vue
or login to your account using the internet
If you feel competent and ready to sit more than one examination and back to back (for
example 10.00am Unit 1 examination followed at 10.30am by Unit 2 examination) on
the same day you can take advantage of the discounts applied these are:
£80 if two units taken on the same day and via one continuous sitting (back to back) *
£100 if three units taken on the same day and via one continuous sitting (back to back)*
£125 if four units taken on the same day and via one continuous sitting (back to back)*
(* all from the same qualification and taken by one candidate on the same day)

To speak to a person and arrange the examinations verbally you can call (please
remember you must have your candidate number with you in order to do this and your
registration approved by the NFoPP Awarding Body and know the full title for the unit
examination you wish to sit)
*
Pearson Vue on 0161 855 7537 between 9am and 5pm UK time Monday to
Friday (excl. English Bank Holidays) and they can arrange back to back bookings for you
To arrange the examinations yourself and obtain the discount follow these instructions
Multiple exam booking: Applying payment discount for back-to-back bookings
(Example: 4 Technical Awards with a back-to-back discount of £90)

1. Login at NFOPP website (http://www.nfopp-awardingbody.co.uk/)

2. Select Book an Exam

You will be taken to the Pearson VUE exam scheduling website, which displays a list of
the exams for which you are authorised (see screenshot below).

3. Select the first exam (e.g. SRLPM1, Unit 1)

4. After checking the exam details relate to the desired exam, select Schedule this
Exam

5. Select Add another exam to take on the same day

6. Select the next desired exam (e.g. SRLPM2, Unit 2)

7. Select Schedule this Exam

8. Tick the checkbox 'I understand that after consecutive appointments have been
scheduled, they can only be rescheduled or cancelled individually', then Select
Add another exam to take on the same day

9. Repeat steps 6 - 8 to select up to 4 exams

10. Click Search to find test centres near your address (or another location as
specified in the search field)

11. Choose desired test centre(s) and click Next

12. Choose from the available dates and appointment start times

Your exam appointments are summarised (see screenshot below)
13. Click Proceed to Checkout

14. Check your personal details are correct and choose Next

15. Read and agree to the Policies and click Next

16. At the Payment screen, select Add Voucher or promo Code

17. Enter the appropriate Promo Code (e.g. TA_FOUR_EXAMS16 for the 4 Tech
Awards discount) and click Apply

The discount is applied and the Total amount is recalculated (see screenshot below)

18. Enter card details for the payment of the remaining amount

19. Click Next and complete the remaining steps necessary to finish the booking. You
will receive email confirmation of your successful booking.
In order to obtain the discounted price for sitting more than one examination on the
same day and back to back, you will need to use the Promotional Codes as detailed
below and entered exactly as shown:
Number of
examinations

Price to pay

Discount Amount

Promotional Code

2 on the same day

£80.00

£ 20 off total order

TA_TWO_EXAMS16

3 on the same day

£100.00

£ 50 off total order

TA_THREE_EXAMS16

4 on the same day

£125.00

£ 75 off total order
TA_FOUR_EXAMS16

The Promotional Codes are explained in the table above and please be aware the system
will not allow you to use a Promotional Code incorrectly.
The 72 hour cancellation policy still applies and if you wish to cancel any examinations
booked using the Promotional Codes all associated examinations will be cancelled; for
example you book three examinations and then decide you cannot sit three
examinations on the same day, you would be required to cancel all three examinations
and then rebook either individually or as three examinations joined again.
Please be aware you cannot split examinations booked using the discount Promotional
Codes

